
Airbender NT33B

For iPad mini 1,2,3,4

Congratulations on selecting the Airbender Lite for your 
iPad. The ultra slim keyboard is quite and crafted out of 
high grade materials; designed specially to protect the 
Apple iPad iPad mini 1,2,3,4 while providing additional 
functionality.

Please follow the instructions below.
You will only need to set up the connection once.
Reminder: Your device will automatically recognize the 
last paired device.

Make sure the keyboard is fully charged.
Turn on the keyboard and press the "CONNECT" button         
next to the on/off switch.  
Indicator light will blink in blue while paring.
Go to setting and turn on the Bluetooth in your iPad.
Select "New Trent Keyboard" under "Other Device" in  
Bluetooth setting.
Enter the four-digit verification code in the window.
Once the status changes to "Connected", the pairing 
process is completed.
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Make sure the keyboard is charged

This product is in compliance with Part 15 of the FCC rule.  

Preserve battery life span

Attempt to dismantle or dismantling this keyboard will void 
the product warranty.

case cover for iPad mini 1,2,3

Gently release & lift the whole unit out of the dock.

Flip the bottom metal stand out at 180° to support the mass 
so your unit does not topple.
Open the keyboard and utilize the hinge feature to adjust 
turning angles once installed correctly.

Gently lift the iPad up once all corners are released from 
the case’s cover.

Once separated from keyboard, pop the iPad 
out from the case’s cover corner by corner.

Match up the ports location and place iPad into the cover 
case. Ensure all corners are snapped in and no gap is 
left between device & cover.

To release the cover

Reminder:
Be sure not to plug in
upside down

Paring your iPad and the keyboard

Do not store keyboard for more than a month without usage.

Unplug when it is fully charged. Do not let the device stay in 
charging condition when is fully charged. Unplug the charging 
cable when it is done charging.
Exposing your device to sunlight for a long period of time can 
degrades battery life span. 

Give the device a full charge once in a while even if you don't 
use it often.
Do not let battery drain completely.

Your established connection will be disrupted if you press 
the "CONNECT" button while both devices are already paired.
Your keyboard might stop responding when this scenario 
happened. To resolve this issue, simply turn off both devices 
and repeat the pairing process.  

Keyboard case case cover for iPad mini 4

Feature hinge with 360° degree rotating angles.
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